The Intel Compiler is not in the environment by default...

This mirrors the other cluster resources you have access to. To bring in the compiler:

```
module load intel/14
```
recall - Git repo

For labs and other programming assignments you’ll be forking our git repo...

http://www.cs.uoregon.edu/Classes/14S/cis410parallel/repo.git

Please pull from the repo frequently. As labs and assignment code become available they will appear at the head of the master branch.

We’ll grade your work from a git repo URL you provide to us (you can host on wopr, ix, github, wherever).
3 Technologies

• OpenMP
  Pragma based solution.

• CilkPlus
  Library based solution.

• Thread Building Blocks (TBB)
  Template based solution.
Next Steps

Go to the shell and pull from the repository.

Let’s observe how none of these technologies magically work.